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Abstract
We establish a new hardness result that shows that the difficulty of planning in factored Markov decision processes is representational rather
than just computational. More precisely, we give a fixed family of factored MDPs with linear rewards whose optimal policies and value functions simply cannot be represented succinctly in any standard parametric
form. Previous hardness results indicated that computing good policies
from the MDP parameters was difficult, but left open the possibility of
succinct function approximation for any fixed factored MDP. Our result
applies even to policies which yield a polynomially poor approximation
to the optimal value, and highlights interesting connections with the complexity class of Arthur-Merlin games.

1 Introduction
While a number of different representational approaches to large Markov decision processes (MDPs) have been proposed and studied over recent years, relatively little is known
about the relationships between them. For example, in function approximation, a parametric form is proposed for the value functions of policies. Presumably, for any assumed
parametric form (for instance, linear value functions), rather strong constraints on the underlying stochastic dynamics and rewards may be required to meet the assumption. However, a precise characterization of such constraints seems elusive.

Similarly, there has been recent interest in making parametric assumptions on the dynamics and rewards directly, as in the recent work on factored MDPs. Here it is known that
the problem of computing an optimal policy from the MDP parameters is intractable (see
[7] and the references therein), but exactly what the representational constraints on such
policies are has remained largely unexplored.
In this note, we give a new intractability result for planning in factored MDPs that exposes
a noteworthy conceptual point missing from previous hardness results. Prior intractability
results for planning in factored MDPs established that the problem of computing optimal
policies from MDP parameters is hard, but left open the possibility that for any fixed factored MDP, there might exist a compact, parametric representation of its optimal policy.
This would be roughly analogous to standard NP-complete problems such as graph coloring — any 3-colorable graph has a “compact” description of its 3-coloring, but it is hard to
compute it from the graph.
Here we dismiss even this possibility. Under a standard and widely believed complexitytheoretic assumption (that is even weaker than the assumption that NP does not have polynomial size Boolean circuits), we prove that a specific family of factored MDPs does not
even possess “succinct” policies. By this we mean something extremely general — namely,
that for each MDP in the family, it cannot have an optimal policy represented by an arbitrary
Boolean circuit whose size is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the MDP description.
Since such circuits can represent essentially any standard parametric functional form, we
are showing that there exists no “reasonable” representation of good policies in factored
MDPs, even if we ignore the problem of how to compute them from the MDP description. This result holds even if we ask only for policies whose expected return approximates
the optimal within a polynomial factor. (With a slightly stronger complexity-theoretic assumption, it follows that obtaining an approximation even within an exponential factor is
impossible.)
Thus, while previous results established that there was at least a computational barrier to
going from factored MDP parameters to good policies, here we show that the barrier is
actually representational, a considerably worse situation. The result highlights the fact that
even when making strong and reasonable assumptions about one representational aspect of
MDPs (such as value functions or dynamics), there is no reason in general for this to lead
to any nontrivial restrictions on the others.
The construction in our result is ultimately rather simple, and relies on powerful results
developed in complexity theory over the last decade. In particular, we exploit striking
results on the complexity class associated with computational protocols known as ArthurMerlin games.
We note that recent and independent work by Liberatore [5] establishes results similar to
ours. The primary differences between our work and Liberatore’s is that our results prove
intractability of approximation and rely on different proof techniques.

2 DBN-Markov Decision Processes
A Markov decision process is a tuple (Q; A; Æ; r) where Q is a set of states, A is a set of
actions, Æ = hÆq;a i is a family of probability distributions on Q, one for each (q; a) 2
Q  A, and r : Q ! R+ is a reward function. We will denote by Æq;a (q 0 ) the probability
that action a in state q results in state q 0 . When started in a state q0 , and provided with
a sequence of actions a0 ; a1 ; : : : ; the MDP traverses a sequence of states q0 ; q1 ; q2 ; : : :,
where each qi+1 is a random sample from the distribution Æqi ;ai (). Such a state sequence
is called a path. The -discounted return associated with such a path is r (q0 ; q1 ; : : :) =
1 r(q ) i .
i
i=1

P

A policy  : Q ! A is a mapping from states to actions. When the action sequence is
generated according to this policy, we denote by p[q0 ;  ] = (q0 ; q1 ; : : :) the state sequence
produced as above. A policy  is optimal if for all policies  0 and all q 2 Q, we have
Exp[r (p[q;  ])]  Exp[r (p[q;  0 ])]:
We consider MDPs where the transition law Æ is represented as a dynamic Bayes net, or
DBN-MDPs. Namely, if the state space Q has size 2n , then Æ is represented by a 2-layer
Bayes net. There are n + 1 variables in the first layer, representing the n state variables at
any given time t, along with the action chosen at time t. There are n variables in the second
layer, representing the n state variables at time t + 1. All directed edges in the Bayes net go
from variables in the first layer to variables in the second layer; for our result, it suffices to
consider Bayes nets in which the indegree of every second-layer node is bounded by some
constant. Each second layer node has a conditional probability table (CPT) describing its
conditional distribution for every possible setting of its parents in the Bayes net. Thus
the stochastic dynamics of the DBN-MDP are entirely described by the Bayes net in the
standard way; the next-state distribution for any state is given by simply fixing the first
layer nodes to the settings given by the state. Any given action choice then yields the nextstate distribution according to standard Bayes net semantics. We shall assume throughout
that the rewards are a linear function of state.

3 Arthur-Merlin Games
The complexity class AM is a probabilistic extension of the familiar class NP, and is typically described in terms of Arthur–Merlin games (see [2]). An Arthur–Merlin game for a
language L is played by two players (Turing machines), V (the Verifier, often referred to as
Arthur in the literature), who is equipped with a random coin and only modest (polynomialtime bounded) computing power; and P (the Prover, often referred to as Merlin), who is
computationally unbounded. Both are supplied with the same input x of length n bits. For
instance, x might be some standard encoding of an undirected graph G, and P might be
interested in proving to V that G is 3-colorable. Thus, P seeks to prove that x 2 L; V is
skeptical but willing to listen. At each step of the conversation, V flips a fair coin, perhaps
several times, and reports the resulting bits to V ; this is interpreted as a “question” or “challenge” to P . In the graph coloring example, it might be reasonable to interpret the random
bits generated by V as identifying a random edge in G, with the challenge to P being to
identify the colors of the nodes on each end of this edge (which had better be different, and
consistent with any previous responses of P , if V is to be convinced). Thus P responds
with some number of bits, and the protocol proceeds to the next round. After poly(n) steps,
V decides, based upon the conversation, whether to accept that x 2 L or reject.
We say that the language L is in the class AM[poly] if there is a (polynomial-time) algorithm V such that:




When x 2 L, there is always a strategy for P to generate the responses to the
random challenges that causes V to accept.
When x 62 L, regardless of how P responds to the random challenges, with probability at least 1 2 jxj = 1 2 n , V rejects. Here the probability is taken over
the random challenges.

In other words, we ask that there be a polynomial time algorithm V such that if x 2 L,
there is always some response to the random challenge sequence that will convince V of
this fact; but if x 62 L, then every way of responding to the random challenge sequence has
an overwhelming probability of being “caught” by V .
What is the power of the class AM[poly]? From the definition, it should be clear that
every language in NP has an (easy) AM[poly] protocol in which P , the prover, ignores

the random challenges, and simply presents V with the standard NP witness to x 2 L
(e.g., a specific 3-coloring of the graph G). More surprisingly, every language in the class
PSPACE (the class of all languages that can be recognized in deterministic polynomial
space, conjectured to be much larger than NP) also has an AM [poly] protocol, a beautiful
and important result due to [6, 9]. (For definitions of classes such as P, NP, and PSPACE,
see [8, 4].)
If a language L has an Arthur-Merlin game where Arthur asks only a constant number
of questions, we say that L 2 AM[2]. NP corresponds to Arthur-Merlin games where
Arthur says nothing, and thus clearly NP  AM[2]. Restricting the number of questions
seems to put severe limitations on the power of Arthur-Merlin games. Though AM[poly] =
PSPACE, it is generally believed that
NP

=

AM[2] ( PSPACE :

4 DBN-MDPs Requiring Large Policies
In this section, we outline our construction proving that factored MDPs may not have any
succinct representation for (even approximately) optimal policies, and conclude this note
with a formal statement of the result.
Let us begin by drawing a high-level analogy with the MDP setting. Let A be a language
in PSPACE, and let V and P be the Turing machines for the AM[poly ] protocol for A.
Since V is simply a Turing machine, it has some internal configuration s (sufficient to
completely describe the tape contents, read/write head position, abstract computational
state, and so on) at any given moment in the protocol with P . Since we assume P is allpowerful (computationally unbounded), we can assume that P has complete knowledge of
this internal state s of V at all times. The protocol at round t can thus be viewed: V is in
some state/configuration st ; a random bit sequence (the challenge) bt is generated; based
on st and bt , P computes some response or action at ; and based on bt and at , V enters its
next configuration st+1 . From this description, several observations can be made:





V ’s internal configuration st constitutes state in the Markovian sense — combined
with the action at , it entirely determines the next-state distribution. The dynamics
are probabilistic due to the influence of the random bit sequence bt .
We can thus view P as implementing a policy in the MDP determined by (the
internal configuration of) V — P ’s actions, together with the stochastic bt , determine the evolution of the st . Informally, we might imagine defining the total
return to P to be 1 if P causes V to accept, and 0 if V rejects.
The MDP so defined in this manner is not arbitrarily complex — in particular, the
transition dynamics are defined by the polynomial-time Turing machine V .

At a high level, then, if every MDP so defined by a language in AM[poly] had an “efficient”
policy P , then something remarkable would occur: the arbitrary power allowed to P in the
definition of the class would have been unnecessary. We shall see that this would have
extraordinary and rather implausible complexity-theoretic implications. For the moment,
let us simply sketch the refinements to this line of thought that will allow us to make the
connection to factored MDPs: we will show that the MDPs defined above can actually be
represented by DBN-MDPs with only constant indegree and a linear reward function. As
suggested, this will allow us to assert rather strong negative results about even the existence
of efficient policies, even when we ask for rather weak approximation to the optimal return.
We now turn to the problem of planning in a DBN-MDP. Typically, one might like to have
a “general-purpose” planning procedure — a procedure that takes as input a description
of a DBN-MDP M = (Q; A; Æ; N; r), and returns a description of the optimal policy   .

This is what is typically meant by the term planning, and we note that it demands a certain
kind of uniformity — a single planning algorithm that can efficiently compute a succinct
representation of the optimal policy for any DBN-MDP. Note that the existence of such a
planning algorithm would certainly imply that every DBN-MDP has a succinct representation of its optimal policy — but the converse does not hold. It could be that the difficulty of
planning in DBN-MDPs arises from the demand of uniformity — that is, that every DBNMDP possesses a succinct optimal policy, but the problem of computing it from the MDP
parameters is intractable. This would be analogous to problems in NP — for example, every 3-colorable graph obviously has a succinct description of a 3-coloring, but it is difficult
to compute it from the graph.
As mentioned in the introduction, it has been known for some time that planning in this
uniform sense is computationally intractable. Here we establish the stronger and conceptually important result that it is not the uniformity giving rise to the difficulty, but rather
that there simply exist DBN-MDPs in which the optimal policy does not possess a succinct
representation in any natural parameterization. We will present a specific family of DBNMDPs fMn g (where Mn has states with n components), and show that, under a standard
complexity-theoretic assumption, the corresponding family of optimal policies fn g cannot be represented by arbitrary Boolean circuits of size polynomial in n. We note that such
circuits constitute a universal representation of efficiently computable functions, and all of
the standard parametric forms in wide use in AI and statistics can be computed by such
circuits.
We now provide the details of the construction. Let A be any language in PSPACE, and
let V be a polynomial-time Turing machine running in time mk on inputs of length m,
implementing the algorithm of “Arthur” in the AM protocol for A. Let n be the maximum
number of bits needed to write down a complete configuration of V that may arise during
computation on an input of length m (so n = O(mk ), since no computation taking mk
time can consume more than mk space). Each state of our DBN-MDP Mn will have n
components, each corresponding to one bit of the encoding of a configuration. No states
k
will have rewards, except for the accepting states, which have reward 1= m . (Without loss
of generality, we may assume that V never enters an accepting state other than at time time
mk .) Note that we can encode configurations so that there is one bit position (say, the first
bit of the state vector) that records if the current state of V is accepting or not. Thus the
k
reward function is obviously linear (it is simply 1= m times the first component).

There are two actions: A = f0; 1g. Each action advances the simulation of the AM game
by one time step. There are three types of steps:
1. Steps where P is choosing a bit to send to V ; action b
choosing to send a “b” to V .
2. Steps where V is flipping a coin; each action b
having the coin come up “heads”.

2

2

A corresponds to P

A yields probability 1=2 of

3. Steps where V is doing deterministic computation; each action b
computation ahead one step.

2 A moves the

It is straightforward to encode this as a DBN-MDP. Note that each bit of the next move
relation of a Turing machine depends on only O(1) bits of the preceding configuration (i.e.,
on the bits encoding the contents of the neighboring cells, the bits encoding the presence
or absence of the input head in one of those cells, and the bits encoding the finite state
information of the Turing machine). Thus the DBN-MDP Mn describing V on inputs of
length m has constant indegree; each bit is connected to the O(1) bits on which it depends.
Note that a path in this MDP corresponding to an accepting computation of V on an input
of length m has total reward 1; a rejecting path has reward 0. A routine calculation shows

that the expected reward of the optimal policy is equal to the fraction of coin flip sequences
that cause P to accept when communicating with an optimal V . That is,
Prob(V accepts) = (Optimal expected reward)
With the construction above, we can now describe our result:
Theorem 1. If PSPACE is not contained in P/ POLY , then there is a family of DBN-MDPs
Mn , n  1, such that for any two polynomials, s(n) and a(n), there exist infinitely many
n such that no circuit C of size s(n) can compute a policy having expected reward greater
than 1=a(n) times the optimum.
Before giving the formal proof, we remark that the assumption that PSPACE is not contained in P/ POLY is standard and widely believed, and informally asserts that not everything that can be computed in polynomial space can be computed by a non-uniform family
of small circuits.
Proof. Let A be any language in PSPACE that is not in P/ POLY, and let Mn be as described
above. Suppose, contrary to the statement of Theorem, that for large enough n there is
indeed a circuit C of size s(n) computing a policy for Mn whose return is within a 1=a(n)
factor of optimal. We now consider the probabilistic circuit D that operates as follows. D
takes a string x as input, and estimates the expected return of the policy given by C (which
is the same as the probability that the prover P associated with C is able to convince V that
x 2 A). Specifically, D builds the state q corresponding to the start state of V protocol on
input x, and then repeats the following procedure a(n) times:
Given state q , if q is a state encoding a configuration in which it is P ’s
turn, use C to compute the message sent by P and set q to the new state
of the AM protocol.
Otherwise, if q is a state encoding a configuration in which it is V ’s turn,
flip a coin at random and set q to the new state of the AM protocol.
Repeat until an accept or reject state is encountered.
If any of these repetitions result in an accept, D accepts; otherwise D rejects.

Note now that if x 2 A, then the probability that D rejects is no more than
(1

1=a(n))

a(n)

 1=e  :37;

since in this case we are guaranteed that each iteration will accept with probability at least
1=a(n). On the other hand, if x 62 A, then D accepts with probability no more than
a(n)=2n , since each iteration accepts with probability at most 2 n . As D has polynomial
size and a probabilistic circuit can be simulated by a deterministic one of essentially the
same size, it follows that A is in P/ POLY , a contradiction.
It is worth mentioning that, by the worst-case-to-average-case reduction of [1], if PSPACE
is not in P/ POLY then we can select such a language A so that the circuit C will perform
badly on a non-negligible fraction of the states q of Mn . That is, not only is it hard to find
an optimal policy, it will be the case that every policy that can be expressed as a polynomial
size circuit will perform very badly on very many inputs.
Finally, we remark that by coupling the above construction with the approximate lower
bound protocol of [3], one can prove (under a stronger assumption) that there are no succinct policies for the DBN-MDPs Mn which even approximate the optimum return to
within an exponential factor.

Theorem 2. If PSPACE is not contained in AM[2], then there is a family of DBN-MDPs
Mn , n  1, such that for any polynomial s there exist infinitely many n such that no circuit
C of size s(n) can compute a policy having expected reward greater than 2 n+1 times the
optimum.
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